
Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) is a statutory body established in terms of Act 59 of 1995 (as 
amended) for, inter alia, the creation of conditions for the development and for the promotion of equal use and 
enjoyment of all the official South African languages. PanSALB seeks to appoint results-driven, assertive and 
dedicated individuals to fill the following position at our Organisation

Reference: 
27/ 2020

CLEANER/ GENERAL ASSISTANT
Permanent Post

Salary Package: R 145,281 per annum 
Reference: 27/2020
Location: Northern Cape, Kimberley

Requirements: A Matric or Grade 12 certificate or equivalent qualification. Ability to communicate in at least three official languages of 
which one must be English.

The purpose of the position: The Cleaner is responsible for ensuring that PanSALB’s offices are clean, tidy and presentable at all 
times. The incumbent must ensure that all cleaning tasks allocated to them are performed effectively and efficiently, thereby ensuring 
a high standard of cleanliness in their allocated areas. Activities in this role include organisation of catering for PanSALB staff as well 
as visitors, maintaining sufficient levels of refreshment and cleaning stocks, reporting any malfunctions related to the general office 
environment and the serving of refreshments to staff as well as visitors.

Competences required: Good interpersonal skills. Basic communications and literacy skills. Ability to perform routine tasks and 
knowledge of using cleaning materials and equipment.

Key Performance Areas: General cleaning which includes sweeping, scrubbing, mopping of floors, dusting, polishing of floors and 
furniture, emptying dirt bins daily, cleaning of windows, light shades and walls and thoroughly cleaning all kitchens and passages in the 
building. Ensure that cleaning equipment e.g. vacuum machines, mops, brooms, buckets etc. are clean after usage and securely stored. 
Ensure that there are sufficient stocks relating to general beverages e.g. coffee, tea, milk, sugar etc. as well as cleaning equipment. 
Attending to ad hoc tasks as and when required.

Appointment of successful candidates will be strictly subject to the result/ outcome of Personnel Suitability Checks. PanSALB 
reserves the right not to make appointments.

Applications must be submitted on a signed and dated PanSALB Z83 Application Form (obtainable from our Social Media Links 
(Facebook/Twitter) and must be accompanied by a comprehensive CV (Including certified copies of qualifications and Identity 
Document. Applications with foreign qualifications must be accompanied by a SAQA evaluation report on the 
qualification.Incomplete applications will not be considered. It will be expected of candidates to be available for interviews on the 
date and place determined by PanSALB.

Interested individuals are invited to forward their applications via e-mail to applications@pansalb.org

Enquiries: Bongani Mahlangu OR Dikeledi Nkhona Tel: (012) 341 9638.

 Closing Date: 03 August 2020


